DESKTOP APPLICATION
SECURITY
Have you ever heard about zero-day attack? Or people talk
about malware that exploits zero-day vulnerability to bring
chaos into company’s network and system? Do you have any
in-house desktop applications or products which are running
on desktop but you have no clue whether they are exploitable
or not?

At Authscure, we also provide security testing
against desktop applications, either it is
Windows based or Linux/UNIX based, to
search for any vulnerabilities or bugs that could
lead to public exploitation.
Our Desktop Application Security services
help product owner or user to nd any
security vulnerability hiding inside the
application so that both owner and user
could avoid further risk and damage (loss)
to the business.

Today, there are so many desktop
applications released into the market that
have been found to be affected by high risk
vulnerability which was later used by
hackers to hack into the system or gain
advantage through the bugs. Some of
applications that are widely used by
computer users and usually affected by
zero-day attack are;
Ÿ Ofces Application
Ÿ Services Application
Ÿ Software Multimedia
Ÿ Driver Operating System

METHODOLOGY
DESKTOP APPLICATION
SECURITY TESTING

Checking and testing the security while the application is executed
and running on the operating system. This will help nd any vulnerabilities
or security bugs on a real run-time runtime environment.
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Performed in a non-runtime environment. Typically, a static analysis tool
will inspect program code for all possible runtime behaviour and seek out
coding aws, false logic, back doors, and potentially malicious code.

We will try to bypass any protection that protects the
application when getting exploited. There are usually 2
layers of protection: protection which is embedded in the
application and protection which is running on the operating
system.
To prove that the exploitation of the vulnerability works, we will create a small
application that could exploit the security bug found along the testing process,
so the owner of the application could easily patch the security hole.
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At Authscure, our application penetration testing process will targets the entire range of vulnerabilities in your
desktop apps. Using the same techniques as sophisticated hackers, we providing unique visibility into security
risks automated tools often miss. To ensure high quality and repeatable engagements, our penetration testing
methodology will follows these steps:

